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Vulnerability Assessment Team (VAT)
The greatest of faults, I should say,
is to be conscious of none.
-- Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881)

A multi-disciplinary team of physicists,
engineers, hackers, & social scientists.

The VAT has done detailed
vulnerability assessments on
hundreds of different security
devices, systems, & programs.

Sponsors
• DHS
• DoD
• DOS
• IAEA
• Euratom
• DOE/NNSA
• private companies
• intelligence agencies
• public interest organizations

Common Sense
Common sense is not so common.
‐‐ Voltaire (1694‐1778)
Nothing is more fairly distributed than common
sense: no one thinks he needs more of it than he
already has.
-- Rene Descartes (1596-1650)

Game Show Host: Watling Street, which now forms
part of the A5, was built by which ancient civilization?
Contestant: Apes?

I pity the fool.
-- Mr. T

The Dog Snot Model of Security

Some Cyber Dumbness
Failed Electronic Redaction
Inadvertent release of information embedded
inside Office & Acrobat documents
Malicious Thumb Drive in the parking lot problem
(or CD on the desk with a fake IT Department memo)
Susceptibility to Phishing
Security Theater with Adhesive Label Seals
Closed Source
Amateur Hour Cryptography
It takes a smart man to know he’s stupid.

-- Barney Rubble, The Flintstones

Failed Electronic Redaction

That cartoon character, Asterix. I wonder how rude his real name is.
-- Jimmy Carr

Great (?) Moments in Bungled Electronic Redaction
Who

When

What

NY Times

2000

Sensi?ve intelligence contacts in Iran

Washington Post

2002

Ashland sniper leIer
(crime details & PII)

DoD

2005

Report on Giuliana Sgrena shoo?ng

DoD

2005

Sensi?ve Iraq security plans & personnel

Federal Prosecutors

2006

Secret Grand Jury tes?mony
about athletes’ steroid use

NSA

2006

NSA warns country about
electronic redac6on hazards

AT&T

2006

Secret warrantless wiretaping

TSA

2009

Conﬁden?al security prac?ces

Facebook

2009

Secret details of ConnectU suit seIlement

San Bernardino County Court

2009

Iden?fy of secret informer

HSBC

2009

PII

CNN

2010

Al & Tipper Gore’s email address

Blagojevich Lawyers

2010

Defense mo?on & wiretap transcripts

Failed Electronic Redaction

I don't see an excuse anymore. I can
understand when people ﬁrst did it, but now
that the informa?on has been out there, I ﬁnd
it hard to believe that this happened again.
‐‐ Donald Allison, Computer Forensics Expert

It’s like deja vu all over again. --Yogi Berra

Physical Security: The Bad News

Currently, these physical “security” devices and systems contain very little
security features or thought, can usually be defeated easily using low-tech
methods, and aren’t used very effectively by end-users:
•GPS
•RFIDs
•biometrics, proximity, and other access control devices
•tamper-indicating seals
•tamper-indicating packaging
•product anti-counterfeiting tags
•electronic voting machines

Sometimes security implementations look fool proof.
And by that I mean proof that fools exist.
-- Dan Philpott

Physical Security: The Good News
1. If you understand the vulnerabilities, and implement some simple &
inexpensive countermeasures, security can often improve dramatically.
(But this requires acknowledging there is a problem in the first place,
and doing extra work & training.)
2. Security products could be a lot better if customers demanded it.

I watch a lot of game shows and I’ve come to realize that the
people with the answers come and go, but the man who asks the
questions has a permanent job. -- Gracie Allen (1895? – 1964)

Physical Security: Scarcely a Field at All
- You can’t (for the most part) get a degree in it
from a major 4-year research university.
- Not widely attracting young people, the best & the brightest.
- Few peer-review, scholarly journals or R&D conferences.
- Lots of Snake Oil & Security Theater
- Shortage of models, fundamental principles, metrics, rigor,
R&D, standards, guidelines, critical thinking, & creativity.
- Often dominated by bureaucrats, committees, groupthink,
linear/concrete/wishful thinkers.
Harry Solomon: I didn’t have enough experience
to sell hot dogs, so they made me a security guard.
-- Third Rock from the Sun

Blunder: Lack of Research-Based Security Practice

A free, online,
peer-reviewed R&D journal
http://jps.anl.gov

The Journal of Physical Security
There are three kinds of men. The one that learns by reading. The few who learn
by observation. The rest of them have to pee on the electric fence for themselves.
-- Will Rogers (1879 - 1935)

Myth

“If the security is really important,
somebody must’ve thought it through carefully.”

Actual Courtroom Testimony:
Witness (a Physician): He was probably going to lose the leg,
but at least maybe we could get lucky and save the toes.

Broken Arrows: Palomares, Spain

See B Moran, The Day We Lost
the H-Bomb (2009)

On display in the Na6onal Museum of
Nuclear Science & Industry, Albuquerque

“I don't know what's scarier, losing
nuclear weapons, or that it happens so
often there's actually a term for it.”
-- From the movie Broken Arrow (1996)

IAEA: No Background Checks
While publishing guidelines encouraging Member States to
conduct background checks on key nuclear personnel...
The IAEA does no significant background checks on its own
employees, including nuclear inspectors.

The local council at Barnsley has had to abandon
a civil defense post designed to survive a nuclear
war because it has been wrecked by vandals.
-- News story in The Daily Telegraph

Electronic Voting Machines
Removing a Panel
on the Voters’ End

When choosing between two evils, I
always pick the one I never tried before.
-- Mae West (1893-1980)

Remote Toggling On/Off of Cheating

Blunder: Little to No Security in Electronic Voting Machines

The Fix: Electronic Voting Machines
 Demand beIer electronic vo?ng machines, including beIer physical
security.
 Manufacturers and elec?on oﬃcials need to move beyond denial.
 Build in real security from the start, don’t try to slap it on later.
 Don’t just focus on microprocessor, EPROM, and port aIacks.
 Elec?on Oﬃcials and Judges need beIer security training & culture.
 Tamper‐indica?ng seals are not a silver bullet.

Why High-Tech Devices & Systems Are
Usually Vulnerable To Simple Attacks


Many more legs to attack.



Users don’t understand the device.



The “Titanic Effect”: high-tech arrogance.



Still must be physically coupled to the real world.



Still depend on the loyalty & effectiveness of user’s personnel.



The increased standoff distance decreases the user’s attention to detail.



The high-tech features often fail to address the critical vulnerability issues.



Developers & users have the wrong expertise and focus on the wrong issues.
I cannot imagine any condition which would cause this ship to founder,
nor conceive of any vital disaster happening to this vessel.
-- E.J. Smith, Captain of the Titanic

Confusing Inventory & Security
Inventory
 Counting and locating stuff
 No nefarious adversary
 May detect innocent errors by insiders, but not
surreptitious attacks by insiders or outsiders.

Security
 Meant to counter nefarious adversaries (insiders and
outsiders)
 Watch out for mission creep: inventory systems
that come to be viewed as security systems!

Examples of confusing Inventory & Security
(and Confusing High-Tech with High-Security)

• rf transponders (RFIDs)
• contact memory buttons
• GPS

Usually easy to:
* lih
* counterfeit
* tamper with the reader
* spoof the reader from a distance

Very easy to spoof,
not just jam!

A Sampling of RFID Hobbyist Attack Kits
Available on the Internet
Commercial: $20 Car RFID Clone (Walmart)

Commercial: Used for “faking RFID tags”, “reader development.”

RFID Skimmers, Sniffers, Spoofers, and Cloners; oh my!

Documents, code, plans needed to build your own: free.

There is a huge danger to customers using this (RFID) technology, if they don't think about security.
‐‐ Lukas Grunwald (creator of RFDump)

GPS: Not a Security Technology
 The private sector, foreigners, and 90+% of the
federal government must use the civilian GPS
satellite signals.
 These are unencrypted and unauthenticated.
 They were never meant for critical or security
applications, yet GPS is being used that way!
 GPS signals can be: Blocked, Jammed, or
Spoofed

Spoofing Civilian GPS Receivers
• Easy to do with widely available GPS satellite
simulators.
• These can be purchased, rented, or stolen.
• Not export controlled.
• Many are surprisingly user friendly. Little
expertise is needed in electronics, computers,
or GPS to use them.

GPS Spoofing

GPS Spoofing
600 mph!

pegged signal
strength

GPS Spoofing

The Good News:
Low-Cost Countermeasures
Look (in hardware or software) for artificial characteristics of
GPS satellite simulator signals (or pre-recorded real GPS
signals):

• Intended for public communication between two secure
points in space or time.
• Provides reliable security iff the sender and the receiver
are physically secure, the insider threat has been mitigated,
and there’s a secure cradle-to-grave chain of custody on the
hardware and software. (Usually none of these are true!)
• Encryption or Data Authentication techniques do not
guarantee the veracity of data that is...
- wrong
- gathered using devices or software designed,
constructed, operated, & controlled by people you can’t trust.
The security of a cipher lies less with the cleverness of the inventor than
with the stupidity of the men who are using it. -- Waldemar Werther

Data Encryption/Authentication: a Red Herring

• Often invoked because of its magical “Security Aura” Effect
• Often deployed & hyped when the real security issues are
difficult and haven’t been well addressed.
Examples:
- product anti-counterfeiting tags
- electronic tamper-indicating seals
- electronic voting machines
- GPS cargo tracking
- nuclear safeguards & monitoring equipment
“Product not actual size.”
-- Disclaimer on a TV ad for Burger King
that showed a giant Whopper crushing a car

Terminology

-“Who are you and how did you get in here?”
-“I'm a locksmith. And, I'm a locksmith.”
-- Lieutenant Frank Drebin in Police Squad

lock: a device to delay, complicate,
and/or discourage unauthorized entry.

(tamper-indicating) seal: a device or material
that leaves behind evidence of unauthorized
entry.

Seals
Applications
customs
cargo security
counter-terrorism
nuclear safeguards
counter-espionage
banking & couriers
drug accountability
records & ballot integrity
evidence chain of custody
weapons & ammo security
tamper-evident packaging
anti-product counterfeiting
protecting medical sterilization
protecting instrument
calibration
 waste management &
hazardous materials
accountability















Some of the 5000+ commercial seals

Terminology (con’t)
defeating a seal: opening a seal, then resealing
(using the original seal or a counterfeit) without
being detected.

attacking a seal: undertaking a sequence of
actions designed to defeat it.
Radisson Welcomes
Emerging Infectious Diseases
-- Sign outside a Radisson Hotel

Seal Facts
1. Yanking a seal off does not defeat it. (A seal is not a lock.)
2. All seals need a unique identifier (like a serial number).
3. A seal must be inspected, either manually or with an automated
reader, to learn anything about tampering or intrusion. The person
doing this must know exactly what they are looking for.
4. Unlike locks & safes, defeating seals is more about fooling people
& the inspection protocol than beating hardware.
5. Adhesive label seals do not provide effective tamper detection,
even against amateurs.
My definition of an expert in any field is a person who
knows enough about what's really going on to be scared.
-- P.J. Plauger
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Seals Vulnerability Assessment
We studied 244 different seals in detail:
• government & commercial
• mechanical & electronic
• low-tech through high-tech
• cost varies by a factor of 10,000
Over half are in use for critical applications,
and 19% play a role in nuclear safeguards.

Seals are easy to defeat: Percent of seals that can
be defeated in less than a given amount of time by
1 person using only low-tech methods

244 diﬀerent
kinds of seals

Results for 244 Different Seal Designs

parameter

mean

median

attack time

1.4 mins

43 secs

cost of tools & supplies

$78

$5

marginal cost
of attack

62¢

9¢

time to devise
successful attack

2.3 hrs

12 mins

The Good News: Countermeasures
• Most of the seal attacks have simple
and inexpensive countermeasures,
but the seal installers & inspectors
must understand the seal vulnerabilities,
look for likely attacks, & have extensive
hands-on training.
• Also: better seals are possible!
The prophet who fails to present a bearable alternative
and yet preaches doom is part of the trap he postulates.
-- Margaret Mead (1901-1978)

Conventional Seal: Stores the evidence of
tampering until the seal can be inspected. But
this ‘alarm condition’ is easy to erase or hide (or a
fresh seal can be counterfeited).
Anti-Evidence Seal: When the seal is first
installed, we store secret information that
tampering hasn’t been detected. This is
deleted when the seal is opened. There’s
nothing to erase, hide, or counterfeit.
Don’t play what’s there, play what’s not there.
-- Miles Davis (1926-1991)

20+ New “Anti-Evidence” Seals
• better security
• no hasp required
• no tools to install or remove seal
• can go inside the container
• 100% reusable, even if mechanical
• can monitor volumes or areas, not just portals
• “anti-gundecking”

Tie Dye Seal

Chirping Tag/Seal

Time Trap

Talking Truck Cargo Seal:
An Anti-Evidence, Audio Seal
Seal: $15 of parts (retail)
Reader: $40 of parts (retail)

Wow…if only a face could talk!
-- Sportscaster John Madden
during Super Bowl coverage

Talking Truck Cargo Seal: Sample Slogans











At Least One Fire Extinguisher per Dozen Trucks
The Best People You Can Hire for $8 an Hour
The Center Lane Marker is Only a Suggestion
Amphetamines Aren’t for Amateurs
We Break for Small, Furry Animals
Not in Front of the Teamsters!
Mad Max Works for Us
We Eat Our Road Kill
The “Go” in Cargo
We’ll Make it Fit!

Other Anti-Evidence Tags & Seals
Time Trap

“You mean now?”
-- Yogi Berra when asked for the time of day

Chirping Tag & Seal
23 msec pulse, 3.8 kHz

Wine Authentication:
Checks for Both Counterfeiting and Tampering

Tampering with Urine Drug Tests
It’s easy to tamper with urine test kits.
Most urine testing programs (including for world class
athletes) have very poor security protocols.
Emphasis has been on false negatives, but false positives
are equally troubling.
Serious implications for safety, courts,
public welfare, national security, fairness,
careers, livelihood, reputations.

Journal of Drug Issues 39, 1015‐1028 (2009)

Pressure Sensitive Adhesive Label Seals
• Lifting & Counterfeiting are easy.
• Lifting is usually the most likely attack.
• The difficulty of either attack is almost always
greatly over-estimated by seal manufacturers,
vendors, & users.

Nothing is like it seems, but everything
is exactly like it is.
-- Yogi Berra

Installation
• It is essential to feel the surface to check that the
adversary hasn’t pre-treated it to reduce adhesion.
• The surface should not be cold, wet, or corroded.
• Pre-cleaning the surface with a solvent or detergent
is strongly recommended.
• Full adhesion requires 48+ hours. A PSA seal is
particularly easy to lift the first few minutes to hours.
Heat can help.

Pressure Sensitive Adhesive Label Seals
• Match the adhesive to the surface. The best
adhesive for bare metal may not be the best for
painted metal, plastic, wood, cardboard, or glass.
• Ideally, the adhesive, substrate, & ink should be made of
the same material, so they dissolve in the same solvents.
(Possible but doesn’t exist.)
• Carefully examine the surface area outside the perimeter
of the label seal.
• Consider covering the label seal with a plastic protective
sheet or clear protective spray.

Inspection
• Smell can be a powerful tool
for detecting solvents, adhesives,
paints, inks, epoxies, or other
foreign material used in an attack.
Or use a handheld chemical “sniffer” ($200-$9K).
• Always compare the seal side-by-side with an
unused seal you have protected.
Check size, color, gloss, font,
& digit spacing/alignment.
• The best test for tampering is to closely observe how
the label seal behaves when it is removed.
• THERE MUST BE SEAL-SPECIFIC TRAINING!

Beads-In-A-Box Volumetric Seal
• simple
• low cost
• fully reusable
• difficult to defeat
• volumetric tamper
detection, not just portal
• exploits blink comparators
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 Usually much easier than developers,
vendors, & manufacturers claim.
 Often overlooked: The bad guys usually only
needed to mimic only the superficial
appearance of the original and (maybe)
counterfeit the apparent performance of the
product or the security device, not the thing
itself, or its real performance.
Sincerity is everything. If you can fake that,
you’ve got it made.
-- George Burns (1885-1996)

Access Control (AC), Including Biometrics
For most AC systems, it’s easy to tamper with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

power
software
hardware
database
microprocessor
communications
backdoor attacks
keys or passwords
door lock or turnstile
I do not care to belong to a club that
accepts people like me as members.
-- Groucho Marx (1890-1977)

Access Control (AC) Device Vulnerabilities
The importance of cradle-to-grave secure chain of custody:
As with most security devices, AC devices can be compromised
in 15-30 seconds (at the factory or vendor, on the loading dock,
in transit, in the receiving department, or after being installed).
Indeed, most “security” devices have little built-in security or
ability to detect intrusion/tampering (even when powered on)!
Partial Fixes
•Check at unpredictable times with unpredictable people if
unauthorized individuals get rejected.
•Demand better products.
A tourist once stopped to admire a mule. He asked the mule’s owner what the
animal’s name was. The farmer said, “I don’t know, but we call him Bill.”
-- Samuel James Ervin, Jr.

Biometrics

I’m always amazed to hear of accident victims being identified by their dental records. If they don’t know who you are,
how do they know who your dentist is?
-- Paul Merton

•

Currently, most biometric signatures are relatively easy
to counterfeit, despite claims by manufacturers &
vendors to the contrary.

•

Spoofing or tampering with the biometric access control
device is usually even easier (without counterfeiting the
biometric signature).

Warning: Multiple Layers of Security
(“Security in Depth”)
 Increases complexity
 Multiple layers of bad security do not equal good security.
 Often mindlessly applied: the layers are not automatically
backups for each other, or may even interfere with each
other
 Leads to complacency
 Tends to be a cop-out to avoid improving any 1 layer
or thinking critically about security
Security is only as good as the weakest link.

-- old adage

 Only worry about security at the end
 Arbitrarily slap on a number of features,
sensors, encryption, or fad technologies in
hopes the whole mess somehow results in
good security.

Never buy beauty products from a hardware store. -- Miss Piggy

Engineers...

It had only one fault. It was kind of lousy.
-- James Thurber (1894-1961)

•...work in solution space, not problem space
•…make things work but aren't trained or mentally inclined to figure out how
to make things break
•...view Nature as the adversary, not the bad guys
•…tend to think technologies fail randomly, not by deliberate, intelligent,
malicious intent
•…focus on user friendliness and adding extra features—not making things
difficult for the bad guys
•…want products to be simple to maintain, repair, and diagnose—which
usually makes them easy to attack
•…are not typically predisposed to think like bad guys

 Failing to disable or eliminate diagnostics and
backdoors used during development
 Not setting the microprocessor security bit
 Not masking the passwords & critical data
 Worrying about high-tech attacks (It’s a waste
of time, the low-tech ones will work just fine!)
 Having a lot of interior empty space.
Shouldn’t the Air and Space Museum be empty? -- Dennis Miller

 Poor (or no) tamper-indicating enclosures or cases
 Poor (or no) effective tamper detection
(A mechanical tamper switch is about the same as no
tamper detection!)
 Not having the sensors watch each other or the
microprocessor
 Using sockets for key electronic components
 Not using ball grid IC’s
 Using a cheap lock or seal
Exceeded expectations? I’d say he’s done more than that. -- Yogi Berra

 Compliance-based security
 VIPs bypass security
 Letting anybody into the facility who
acts like she knows what she is doing
 Overly complex, changing, variably interpreted, stupid
security rules
 Rules that only the good guys follow
 Ignoring Rohrbach’s Maxim
For the third goal, I blame the ball.

-- Saudi goalkeeper Mohammed Al-Deayea

 Too much emphasis on protecting physical assets
instead of more important things.
 Locking or sealing a door with the hinges on the
outside!
 Insisting on real-time monitoring when guards or the
police cannot respond in < 10 minutes
 Security by Obscurity
 Ignoring the Insider Threat, especially not
deploying disgruntlement mitigation
 Using polygraphs

The reason there is so little crime in Germany
is that it’s against the law. -- Alex Levin

So Why So Much Dumbness?
 Committees, bureaucrats, & other knuckleheads are in charge
 Security as a “Taking Out the Garbage” slam dunk thing
 People & organizations aren’t used to thinking critically about security
 “If it’s important, somebody must have thought it through”
 Blind faith in precedence & “authorities”
 Security Theater is a lot easier
 Wishful Thinking & Laziness (thinking is hard work)
 Security—especially physical security—is not a very well developed field
If people don’t want to come to the ballpark, how are you going to stop them?
-- Yogi Berra

What Physical Security Could Learn From Cyber Security
Vulnerabilities are numerous, ubiquitous, inevitable, & constantly
evolving
They don’t automatically mean somebody has been screwing up
Scapegoating isn’t very helpful
Security is not binary, it’s a continuum
Customer focus: productivity has to be an issue in security
How to motivate good security practice among regular employees
Past criminals can make good consultants
Technology is not a panacea—security is really about people
Regular employees are the security, not the enemy of security
Lose the coat & tie!

What Cyber Security Could Learn From Physical Security
Discipline, Leadership, Organizational Skills, & Being a Team Player
Understanding where you fit into the organization
Techniques for dealing with upper management
Making the business case for security
Effective project management & budgeting; meeting deadlines
Females can be very effective security professionals
Street smarts, people skills, & a good understanding of psychology
Dealing with Social Engineering & the Insider Threat
Realization that good cyber security requires good physical security
Maybe that T-shirt could be washed once in a while!

It’s a Dog-Eat-Dog World

(At least avoid the ‘dog snot’ security mistakes!)

We made too many wrong mistakes.
-- Yogi Berra

For More Information...
Related papers, reports, and
presentations are available from
rogerj@anl.gov

If you look for truth, you may find
comfort in the end; if you look for
comfort you will get neither truth nor
comfort…only soft soap and wishful
thinking to begin, and in the end,
despair. -- C.S. Lewis (1898-1963)
http://www.ne.anl.gov/capabilities/vat

